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BOARD OF REPRESENTATIVES 
MEETING MINUTES 

MARCH 21, 2024 
  

 
 
Present: President Kenyon, Commander Kenyon, Tom Berezny, Mayor Murphy, Chief Wunder, Lt. 
Rodriguez, Royal Martin, Jay Brosky, Debbie Evans, Suzanne Gross, Richard Scott, Veletta Canouts, 
Dick Roberts, Bonnie Klahr, Edie Mulesky 
 
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 8:30am 
 
Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance: Led by Reverand Warren Leibovitch 
 
Tom Berezny: Tom updated on Supervisor Christy's health. He also mentioned the Supervisor has 
been monitoring the asylum seekers release, and added the Supervisor stated the problem will need 
Federal funds to fix the situation. Tom also shared the owners of the possible group care home in 
GV are experiencing permit problems. He also stated the potential Circle K on Continental has not 
moved forward and no permits have been requested. Tom further stated there is no potential sale 
upcoming for the hospital. He also updated on the Campbell Road extension. Tom further reported 
a bill is at the Senate to fix the problem of residents getting double billed for 2023 property taxes. 
 
Chief Wunder: The Chief updated on GVFD expansion into Sahuarita. He mentioned there is an 
academy happening now for new recruits. The Chief further cautioned everyone regarding the 
crowds that are expected at Easter on the Mountain. He also praised the GVC very successful First 
Responder's Fair.  
 
Lt. Rodriguez: The Lt. mentioned crashes and incident calls are down. She also explained the 
process of the Deputies moving around the community where they are most needed.  
 
Commander Kenyon: The Commander mentioned the newest scam whereas the IRS contacts 
residents saying they need personal information to process refunds. He also discussed upcoming 
events that affect traffic. The Commander shared an upcoming open house at SAV, as well as 
reporting the number of SAV man hours, home checks, mileage, and incidences.  
 
Mayor Murphy: The mayor reported on the Campbell Rd. extension, noting the number of buses 
that will benefit from the extension. He also shared the upcoming Fiesta Sahuarita event. The mayor 
also discussed the retirement of the A10 airplanes and fielded questions regarding where they will be 
located. He also reported updates on the possible asphalt company, noting studies are still being 
done.  
 
Bonnie Klahr: Bonnie shared details on the GVC Facebook page.  
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President Kenyon: President Kenyon reported on the success of the First Responders Fair. She 
also updated on the success of HOA training at GVC. The President shared the date and time for 
the Monsoon Madness Forum to be held in June at CPAC. She further stated the By Laws are done 
and will be voted on in April. President Kenyon reported the new member launch will be online 
next month and will contain information on documents, training, and upcoming workshops. She 
also discussed her meeting with PC, as they seek GVC opinions regarding environmental qualities 
and developmental services. President Kenyon also mentioned the new electronic message boards 
will be in use at the First Responders Fair. The President fielded questions on summer workshops, 
the Fair Housing Forum, how to get an appointment at the GVC office, how to get the speed sign 
board at an HOA, and the dark sky forum.  
 
President Kenyon adjourned the meeting at 9:25 am 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Edie Mulesky 
Corporate Secretary 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


